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ABSTRACT

Administration of human subject research is complex, involving not only the institutional review board but also many other regulatory and compliance entities within a research enterprise. Its efficiency has a direct and substantial impact on the conduct and management of clinical research. In this paper, we report on the Clinical Research Administration (CLARA) platform developed at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. CLARA is a comprehensive web-based system that can streamline research administrative tasks such as submissions, reviews, and approval processes for both investigators and different review committees on a single integrated platform. CLARA not only helps investigators to meet regulatory requirements but also provides tools for managing other clinical research activities including budgeting, contracting, and participant schedule planning.

INTRODUCTION

Research administration is crucial to an organization’s research infrastructure. Its efficiency problem has been ever growing in biomedical research institutions, where management of research activities (especially those involving human subjects) is surprisingly complex. One of the first-order jobs of biomedical research administration is to ensure research regulatory compliances, which is primarily undertaken by the institutional review board (IRB).1,2 Traditional paper-based IRB review process is cumbersome and error-prone, which can significantly delay research progress. An electronic IRB administration system can relieve administrative burdens and improve the administration process by providing a paperless method for submission, tracking, and review of information. However, over its entire lifecycle, a clinical research project often involves a variety of other regulatory and administrative review entities besides the IRB, which are often not covered by existing off-the-shelf or in-house-developed electronic IRB systems.3–7 More importantly, research administration in reality handles both assurance of regulatory compliances and other aspects of clinical research such as budgeting, contracting, and post-approval regulatory monitoring, which are often missing in existing research administration systems or scattered around many different information and workflow systems.

We developed the Clinical Research Administration (CLARA) platform, an open-source, web-based, scalable, and standards-compliant research administration system that covers the full spectrum of managing clinical research activities at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS). All resources, including the source code and documentation, can be found at https://github.com/bianjiang/clara.

BACKGROUND

The development of CLARA is supported by the Translational Research Institute (TRI, UAMS) funded by UAMS’s Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA).8 One of TRI’s goals is to improve research infrastructure at UAMS so that investigators can conduct human-based research more smoothly and efficiently. Before CLARA, UAMS developed the Automated Research Information Administrator (ARIA) system to support IRB administration in 2000, and the Clinical Research Information Management System (CRIMSON) in 2007 to extend research administration beyond the IRB. Although ARIA and CRIMSON systems improved the efficiency of IRB and other review bodies, they suffer from a number of technological and design deficiencies, such as (1) scalability issues of back-end databases, (2) data inconsistency and quality issues, (3) slow system performance and bad user experience, and (4) lack of support for data extraction and reporting. These deficiencies in ARIA and CRIMSON, which—along with similar problems—also exist in other commercial and open-source software,3–7 drove the critical design decisions for CLARA.

METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES

On the one hand, CLARA is expected to assist research administration at every step of the regulatory compliance process, such as review, approval, and tracking of human subject research protocols. On the other hand, CLARA is also designed to help investigators manage their research logistics, such as planning and building a visit-by-visit participant clinical schedule and generating a detailed clinical trial budget. Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the CLARA system. The objectives for CLARA are achieved through the following key features and components: (1) a standards-compliant user authentication and role-based access control model; (2) an integrated platform that supports collaboration and communications across regulatory and administrative bodies; (3) a flexible reporting module to support a wide variety of data extraction requirements; (4) auditing capabilities; (5) an extensible interface engine for connecting to other clinical and research systems; (6) an extensible version and change control system; (7) a study calendar-like budgeting tool; (8) IRB agenda management and live-on-line IRB meeting support; and
a set of tools and metrics for benchmarking clinical research administration workflows. CLARA, built with open software architecture and modular designs, has used a number of the latest software development technologies to realize the above objectives.

Flexible data model and system architecture for extensibility and scalability

To achieve flexibility, scalability, and platform independence, CLARA adopts a document-oriented data model similar to previous models9–11 in which each research protocol is a collection of forms in XML format. The semistructured XML data model is platform-independent and has great flexibility, which can accommodate changes to the data-modeling needs (eg, adding or removing a question from a submission form template) without disrupting existing applications. On the other hand, data elements stored in XMLs are still structured and therefore can be easily queried and analyzed. However, CLARA uses a production-level relational database (ie, Microsoft SQL Server12) for actual data storage and management to leverage the maturity of, and past investments on, relational database technologies. By storing and managing XML data in SQL Server, CLARA can enjoy many benefits offered by a mature relational database management system, such as abundant knowledge and expertise in data management, readiness and reliability of data backup, recovery, and replication infrastructure. In addition, Microsoft SQL Server, since its 2005 version, provides extensive support13, 14 for XML data types such as built-in methods for querying and modifying XML instances as well as a B-tree-based XML indexing framework, which helps CLARA to deliver high system performance.

CLARA is built as a web-based enterprise application using a number of modern and mature web development technologies including the Java-based Spring Framework,15 Java Persistent API (JPA), with Hibernate database abstraction16 and Apache Tomcat17 web container. To ensure performance and scalability, load balancing was given special attention in the system design. In addition, to deploy proper database indexes, we use Nginx18—a high-performance reverse proxy implementation—to distribute workloads across different servers.

Responsive and intuitive web-based user interface (UI)

CLARA adopted responsive web design approaches to provide users with a smooth and consistent browsing experience—easy reading and navigation throughout the system—across different end devices from PCs to mobile devices. CLARA uses JavaScript and cascading style sheets extensively, with UI design frameworks such as Sentra Ext JS,19 jQuery,20 and Twitter’s Bootstrap21 to ensure UI consistency across devices (eg, web forms in CLARA can be readily printed without any disruption in readability).

To make the data entry process easier and more user-friendly, CLARA follows best practices in UI design including: (1) using wizards to guide investigators through a submission process step-by-step; (2) offering timely in-place help information; (3) embedding branching logics among questions and sections so that only necessary questions pertaining to the context are presented; (4) performing real-time client-side data validation and integrity checks; and (5) applying clear categorization and easy
navigation between questions and sections (figure 2 shows a typical data entry form in CLARA).

Flexible and expressive workflow engine
Clinical research administration workflows are inherently complex and highly dynamic with many different scenarios. In CLARA, we have developed a flexible rule-based workflow engine. Workflow rules can be described easily and expressively in a semistructured XML format (online supplementary figure S1 illustrates a sample review workflow and online supplementary figure S2 shows a partial XML snippet defining the workflow rules). Moreover, we adopted an event-driven service-oriented architecture in the workflow engine where event messages (eg, an approval action) are broadcast and event brokers can react accordingly (eg, an email service handler can send notifications to related bodies and an audit handler can create an audit trail). Such an event-driven system design minimizes the effort for accommodating new requirements and eases the maintenance of existing code structure when adding new functionalities.

Table 1  Summary of research studies processed in CLARA from April 22, 2013 to April 1, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form type</th>
<th>Submitted forms (n)</th>
<th>Approved/ completed forms (n)</th>
<th>Days from submission to completion (average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial modification (migration)</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New submission</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification/amendment</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing review</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human subject research</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reportable new information</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study closure</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLARA, Clinical Research Administration.

RESULTS
We piloted CLARA with the Cancer Institute at UAMS in February 2013, and CLARA replaced ARIA and CRIMSON on April 22, 2013. Table 1 summarizes the research studies that have been processed through CLARA since then. An automated data-migration process has been established to transfer ARIA and CRIMSON study records into CLARA. However, the data elements in CLARA are vastly different from those in ARIA and CRIMSON. Therefore, an initial modification form is required for all open studies migrated from the old systems, which allows the investigators to fill in missing information and fix errors in previous submissions. A total of 1083 open studies have been migrated into CLARA; as of April 1, 2014, 987 (91.14%) of them have had the data re-entry process completed. Although we have not conducted a formal survey, general feedback from investigators and administrative bodies is very positive—for example, ‘the new system provides an integrated platform to communicate with investigators and other review entities’.

One unique and highly regarded feature of CLARA is its study planning and budgeting tool. It not only enables investigators to plan and estimate various costs of a clinical research study in a detailed and patient-oriented manner, it also empowers the hospital administration to conduct in-depth analyses for billing reconciliation prior to committing valuable resources to a research study. Figure 3 demonstrates a sample budget of a fairly complex randomized clinical trial with multiple phases and arms.

Another key feature of CLARA is that it provides a flexible and comprehensive reporting system to evaluate various aspects of the clinical research workflow at UAMS (online supplementary figure S3 presents a typical workflow benchmark report). These reports not only provide insights into how well a clinical research workflow is performing overall, but also help the administration to identify specific workflow deficiencies with quantitative evidence.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A number of factors contribute to the success of CLARA in UAMS’s clinical research administration enterprise. CLARA is an integrated platform that covers the full lifecycle of research...
study administration, from design and planning of a research study to reporting and post-approval monitoring. Moreover, CLARA promotes and facilitates collaboration and communication among different review bodies as well as interaction between investigators and research administration entities. Another key element to CLARA’s success is its ability to quickly adapt to changes in policy, process, and requirement without disrupting existing system services. We achieved such flexibility by using a non-conventional document-based data model (i.e., semistructured XML). The reason for using XML instead of a relational database is threefold. (1) Each submission form can be naturally modeled as a document, and storing all information about a submission form in one place makes retrieving easy. In contrast, retrieving all relevant information about a form from a relational database often requires writing complicated SQL queries and an application layer code. (2) A version controlling a submission record, especially when data elements are spread across many tables, is difficult to implement in a relational database. (3) From our experience in developing ARIA and CRIMSON, system requirements change frequently. For example, since CLARA went live, we have had 311 change requests, of which 35 require modifications to the data structure and 108 are related to workflow changes. These changes have been rapidly implemented in CLARA because of the use of an XML data model. In contrast, structural changes are difficult to execute in a relational database without disrupting existing data and services.

The development of CLARA also provides an opportunity for informatics consultation concerning system security and compliance issues, data collection and key reporting requirements, and data validation methods and procedures. Moreover, the process of developing integrated research administration tools prompted a number of institutional regulatory and administrative entities to reconcile their current processes and practices for efficiency improvement. Through the development of CLARA, the IRB administration office at UAMS has eliminated a number of unnecessary workflows and reduced revision cycles between investigators and the administration. Moreover, the UAMS administration (especially the TRI) has formed a work group to leverage the detailed and comprehensive process metrics generated by CLARA and use Lean Six Sigma concepts to find clinical research workflow deficiencies and identify potential improvement opportunities.

Last but not least, its interoperability makes CLARA powerful for data integration and attractive to its users. For example, CLARA interfaces with UAMS’s hospital and professional billing systems to provide investigators with an accurate billing plan. The billing schedules created in CLARA can be readily transformed and pushed into the open-source Comprehensive Research Informatics Suite (CRIS, UAMS) as study calendar templates for patient tracking and study activity management. Furthermore, CLARA also interfaces with electronic medical record (EMR) and hospital information systems such as Epic to create research study definitions for tracking and billing research subjects.

Compared with other clinical research administration tools, CLARA is unique in three main aspects. First, unlike existing IRB systems such as IRBNet and Click IRB whose sole purpose is IRB administration, CLARA enables regulatory and administrative entities to communicate and collaborate on the same platform, which increases review efficiency. Second, unlike SPARC and WebCAMPI, which are mainly used to request, review, and track research core services, CLARA’s budgeting tool allows investigators to create a template of a detailed participant study schedule that can later be integrated into downstream clinical trial management and EMR systems. CLARA is close to Kuali Coeus in terms of its goals and functions. However, Kuali Coeus covers more aspects of clinical research, such as conflict of interest, while CLARA is specialized in clinical trials with a patient-orientated budgeting and study-planning tool, which is missing in Kuali Coeus. Third, the open-source nature and its modular design make CLARA highly customizable and easy to deploy.
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